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Abstract
Using forecasts is a prerequisite for good decision
making but often decision makers ignore the outcomes
of forecasting tools and rely solely on their personal
assessment of the decision situation. On the one hand,
this usually leads to worse decisions in comparison to
situations where the forecast was considered. On the
other hand, forecasts can also be defective. If so, decision makers are well advised not to use the forecast.
Thus, it is crucial that they do not rely blindly on forecasts but scrutinize critically the results. The question
is under which circumstances decision makers follow
or ignore forecasts. To answer this question, we conducted a laboratory experiment where decision makers
have the choice between two alternatives. The forecast
provided gives an advice which alternative to choose.
The forecast is manipulated so that it is only partly
reliable. Results show that participants do not act
optimally. If they are blinded by their success or experience several failures over time that they are not responsible for, they tend to rely on the manipulated
forecast instead of calculating their own more accurate
forecast.

1.

Introduction

Forecasts are an inherent part of a firms’s planning
activities [37][51]. While planning is the process of a
firm to adapt to its environment [8], forecasting is a
projection into the future of an expected outcome given
a stated set of environmental conditions [36]. As such,
they have an important impact on the decision making
process and a firm’s final outcome. Usually, software
tools like expert systems (ES) support the forecasting
process completely or partly. However, the forecast
itself is used by individuals in the decision making
process so that the employment of forecasts highly
depends on the involved individuals [3]. As human
behavior is not only determined by objective observations and reasons but also by subjective belief of individuals [13][48], users may deviate from the objective
advice of a forecast. On the one hand, users may have
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additional information which the forecast could not
take into account so that its predictive power is limited.
In this case, scrutinizing the forecast is inevitable. On
the other hand, users can question the forecast if it is
not in line with their expectations. There are innumerable sources for mistakes during the decision making
process [10]. So if users are convinced of their abilities, they may adjust or override the forecast and act in
accordance to their own beliefs [12][54].
If additional information can be excluded, the question is why individuals do not use forecasts and rely on
their own estimations instead. The reasons for this
seem to be manifold and to some extent contradictory.
While some researchers found that the quality of a
forecast significantly influences its usage [49], others
could not confirm these findings [41]. The reason may
lie in different fields of application, research methods,
or sample data. However, a consensus is that forecasts
influence the behavior of decision makers
[14][23][44][52].
While forecasts are in the focus of research for
many years, especially to improve accuracy, research
concerning the use of forecasts and the usage reasons is
scarce [2]. Behavioral sciences have emphasized the
role of affect [32], emotion [29], self-confidence
[6][28], self-esteem and anxiety [55] for the decision
making itself and how these factors influence the
choice of risky or more certain alternatives. But the
role of individuals using forecasts is hardly investigated and should be put into focus [26][50]. This is particularly of interest as even decision makers who constantly and systematically make bad decisions can
survive in a leadership position for a long time [11].
Therefore, this paper aims to shed light on the following research question:
RQ: Which circumstances make individuals rely on
or discard forecasts in uncertain situations?
Thereby, we want to focus on the factors of the decision making itself without influences from a specific
decision situation. In particular, we want to focus on
the influence of experience and success. In other
words, we examine how the success and the experience
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of a decision maker influence his decisions regarding
the usage of forecasts.
As recent investigations have shown, does the simple presence of others influence the actions of people
[1][5]. If a person is surrounded by a peer group, he
usually acts more risk taking than if he was alone [5].
This holds particularly if the decision maker has low
self-esteem [1]. To eliminate influences of others and
to focus on the role of former experience and success,
we employ the concept of gamification to our study
and use the simple game High or Low for our observations. As the behavior of people in games is similar to
their behavior in real life [19][47], this approach provides several advantages. First of all, influences from
others on the decision maker are excluded. Secondly,
because we use a solo game, a human opponent also
does not have any impact. And lastly, all the benefits
of gamification can take effect [16][18] (see also section 2).
Within the game, the decision maker has only two
options for his decision and is supported by a forecast
that gives advice which alternative to choose. But the
forecast is manipulated such that it gives the wrong
advice in some situations. With the help of this setting
we can observe if a decision maker scrutinizes the
outcomes of the forecast, ignores it or follows the advice blindly. As experience is said to be important for
the assessment of decision situations and of the quality
of forecasts [21][49], the more experienced a decision
maker is, the more he is expected to recognize the
manipulation.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In section 2, we give an overview about the theoretical background and related literature in this field. In
section 3, we explain the methodology of our study. In
particular, we introduce the game that we used to analyze the usage behavior concerning forecasts. Section 4
presents the analysis whose results are discussed in
section 5. There, implications of the results are derived.
In addition, some limitations and a future outlook are
given.

2.

Theoretical background

The paper mainly contributes to two streams of research. First of all, it analyzes the usage behavior of
people concerning forecasts. For this, it secondly applies the concept of gamification to the data gathering
and the execution of the study.
Games are an inherent part of our lives and exist
nearly since the dawn of mankind [35]. As games are
fun and usually played voluntarily and with great ambition, game concepts have been applied to many nongame applications during the past years like crowd
sourcing [39], brand web sites [20], or many others

[38][46]. This process of using game design patterns in
non-game contexts is usually referred to as gamification [9]. Its main purpose is to encourage users to do
things, to do them more often and longer than they
would have done otherwise [19][46].
In this sense, we apply the game High or Low
(game concept) to the non-game context of data gathering for a research study to encourage participants to
stay longer for being observed in their decision making. But if the outcome for the user is a fully-fledged
game, the nature of gamification is often denied [46].
However, distinguishing a game from a non-game
application is not as easy as it seems [24][25][46].
While for person A an application can be a game, for
person B this may not hold. Therefore, Huotari and
Hamari [24][25] used a different approach to define
gamification based on service marketing:
“Gamification refers to a process of enhancing a
service with affordances for gameful experiences in
order to support users’ overall value creation.” [24].
According to this definition, any service, be it a
non-game application or also a game, can be enhanced
by game design patterns if users experience this enhancement as an improvement and as gameful
[24][25]. In this respect, the data gathering of our study
is enhanced with a game for bringing a joyful experience to users while they create the data of decision
making. We use the game as motivator to make the
application of data gathering more interesting, more
playful and more exciting for the participants so that
users keep on playing/producing data.
As the use of the forecast and the decision making
are the core of the game, we can focus on the risk behavior of people without having them influenced by
other people. Otherwise, users would take actions to be
conform with the opinion of the group [5]. Other
methods could be a survey, experiments, or observations in real decision making but any of these alternative methods bears several shortcomings. In surveys,
interviewees often try to comply with the views of the
interviewer or other people. As the outcome is selfreported, distortions occur as people often are not able
to judge their own situation or abilities correctly [27].
Experiments and observations in real life are complex
and costly. Besides it is difficult to obtain a sufficient
number of samples. Therefore, the game is used as a
deputy for a decision situation under risk. The advantages are that the decision situation is easy [17] but
always new. The motivation of the participants is kept
high. The forecast can easily be manipulated so that
two different situations can be realized. And lastly,
although there is no group pressure, participants have
the incentive to play the game seriously as they can
compare their outcome to others on a leaderboard.
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While other papers usually investigate how to use
game elements in a non-game context in order to improve the behavioral outcome [38][46], the use of
gamification for research purposes is still scarce. Besides papers in game theory who use the Prisoner’s
Dilemma Game and derivates to analyze risk behavior
and risk strategies (e.g. [22]), we are, to the best of our
knowledge, the first who employ a simple card game
for their study purposes. While Mushag et al. [42] pays
money incentives to participants of a lengthy survey,
Rapp et al. [40] award participants of a field study with
points so that they can compare their performance to
the ones of other participants on a leaderboard.
Forecasts can be found in many business areas and
have many different applications. Therefore, the body
of literature analyzing the usage of forecasts is diverse.
One stream investigates when forecasts are used by
decision makers. O’Connor et al. [41] have a look at
water managers and their use of climate and weather
forecasts. They found that perceptions of the risk situation are influencing the usage of forecasts much more
than reliability. Although managers perceive forecasts
as reliable and accurate, they use them only if they are
facing a risky situation or expect to face one in the near
future. However, in their analysis they cannot explain
more than 20% of the variance so that there must be
more influencing factors that they did not examine.
Glaum et al. [15], Smith and Mentzer [49], as well
as Sarens and D’Onza [45] have a look at the forecast
itself. Glaum et al. [15] focus on the quality of the
forecast output. They found that the effort a firm invests in the forecast, the efficiency with which the
forecast is done, and the quality of the input data positively influence the outcome of forecasts. Sarens and
D’Onza [45] show that when performing a forecast,
analysts pay more attention to individual risks than to
general risks. Smith and Mentzer [49] analyze the role
that forecast accuracy plays for the usage of forecasts.
They show that forecast accuracy positively influences
the perceived quality and thereby the usage of forecasts
by users. As they focus on logistics, they also show
that the logistics performance can be improved.
Also Gaynor and Kelton [14] as well as Rupar [44]
focus on the credibility of forecasts. Gaynor and Kelton [14] analyze how different forecasts of firms and
analysts are perceived and used by investors. They find
that if the firm’s forecast is in line with the earnings
trend, the analyst’s forecast is perceived as less useful.
Otherwise, if the firm’s forecast deviates from prior
trends, investors are geared to the analyst’s forecast.
Rupar [44] observes related results. If the forecast
precision provided by firms does not meet the expectation of investors, they mistrust the forecast. This is in
line with Huang [23] who found that the disclosure of

reduced forecasts dampens expectations regarding a
firm’s development and can limit the loss in comparison to the situation when bad news are announced.
Another stream of literature focuses on the interpretation of forecasts. Interestingly, users have problems
to interpret forecasts and their own behavior correctly.
Juanchich and Sirota [27] found that more than 50% of
the participants of their survey are not able to interpret
a forecast correctly. This is in line with Maines and
Hand [34] who found that individuals do not weight
time series information correctly when performing a
forecast by themselves. Lucarelli et al. [33] observed
that individuals could not assess their risk tolerance
level correctly. Although a high share of participants of
their study stated that they are risk averse, they act like
a risk taker. Both phenomena may usually lead to inappropriate decision making.
Another research stream investigates characteristics
of the decision maker. Lo and Repin [30] as well as Lo
et al. [31] found that experience reduces emotional
reactivity and improves the usage of forecasts during
the decision making process.
Our paper is most related to those works that analyze the situation when the decision making takes
place. In contrast to other papers, we solely consider
the performance of the forecast and the experience that
the decision maker made during the past periods. In
addition, we control the forecast accuracy by manipulating the outcome in a certain way so that it is less
reliable in some situations. This situation equals to
some degree the setting of Gaynor and Kelton [14].
The forecast we provide to decision makers corresponds to the firm’s forecast while the decision makers
own calculations corresponds to the analyst’s forecast.

3.

Methodology

In order to observe the behavior of decision makers
concerning the usage of forecasts, we use a laboratory
experiment where participants are observed when they
play the simple card game High or Low. When playing, a forecast is provided that gives advice for the next
game step. This forecast is manipulated such that it
gives wrong advices in certain situations. Before we
explain the setting in more detail, we first have a look
at the game play. For the analysis of the data retrieved,
we use the data mining technique of a decision tree that
is described afterwards.

3.1. The high or low game
The High or Low card game is one of the simplest
card games played with either 32 or 52 cards. For calculation simplicity, we restrict the game to 32 cards.
The order of the cards colours shall be (from high to
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low) clubs, spades, hearts, diamonds, the order of the
cards shall be ace, king, queen, jack, 10, 9, 8, and 7.
Then, the game play is as follows: In the first step, the
dealer (here: the computer player) takes the first two
cards from the pile of cards and shows one card to the
player. The other card is hidden. The player then gets a
forecast displayed. The forecast can make three different predictions:
- Higher: The second card is probably higher
than the first card.
- Lower: The second card is probably lower
than the first card.
- Uncertain: The probabilities are too close to
make a prediction.
Afterwards the player can choose between higher
or lower. If the player is right, he gets one point for this
round. If he is wrong, no points will be added to his
account. At the end of this round, both cards are put on
the pile with the played cards. With a deck size of 32
cards a game lasts 16 rounds. After each game, the
cards are shuffled. Every player can see his own score
in the game and his overall high score. All high scores
are listed on a leader board.
The forecast is based on the probability that the
next card is higher or lower. This probability considers
all played cards and is calculated as follows:
probability = #cards above / #all remaining cards
If the ratio of the number of remaining cards above
the first card divided by all remaining cards is above
0.6, the forecast advises to choose higher. On the other
hand, if the ratio is under 0.4, the shown forecast is
„lower”. Between 0.4 and 0.6 the forecast tells that it is
uncertain. The intention behind the uncertain forecast
is to build trust in the forecast. Since the game is probabilistic and not deterministic, the forecast does not
have to predict the correct card in each round, but in
the long run an orientation to the forecast will lead to a
positive game result.
To test the faith of the players in the forecast we
changed its quality and inverted the probability in
some cases as shown in Figure 1. Instead of providing
the correct forecast, the opposite forecast was given in
the range from 55%-80% and vice versa. Simply inverting the probability in every case can result in a fast
detection of the manipulated forecast. Therefore, to
obfuscate the manipulated forecast and to make a detection more difficult, all obvious cases were correctly
predicted. To get more manipulated forecasts, we
shortened the range of uncertainty. Figure 1 shows the
true and the manipulated forecast probabilities.

Probabilities in the not manipulated forecast
lower

uncertain

0

higher

0.6

0.4

1

Probabilities in the manipulated forecast
lower

higher

0

0.2

uncertain

0.45

lower

0.55

higher

0.8

1

Figure 1: Probabilities of the forecast

The first not manipulated forecast scale was applied
for the first two decks. The reason is that forecast accuracy plays an important role for the trust in the forecast
[49]. Therefore, the first two decks act as a trust building measure so that the player gets used to an accurate
forecast. From deck 3 till the end the player got just the
second, manipulated forecast shown. If a player quits
the game and started the game again at a later time, the
first two decks again used the not manipulated forecast.
The card game was implemented as an online game
playable in a web browser.

3.2.

Data mining technique decision tree

The purpose of this paper is to analyze situations
where players choose to follow the manipulated forecast and to derive rules as characteristics for the situations. For this, we use the data mining technique of a
decision tree. A decision tree is a classifying technique
that does not only classify data sets into predefined
classes but also provides insights into the classifying
rules.[4] Figure 2 gives an example of a decision tree.
A1
a11

a12
A3

A2
a21

a22

a31

a32

K1

K2

A3
K1

a31

a32

K1

K2

Figure 2: Example of a decision tree

There, we have two classes, K1 and K2. Each inner
node including the root node of the tree represents one
attribute of the data set. The edges represent distinct
values (or distinct intervals or groups of values) of the
attribute. Then, a data record is classified as follows:
Starting by the root node, the dataset traverses the tree
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to a leaf node. In each node, it goes down to next node
along the edge that matches its own value of the attribute in the node. When the data record enters a leaf
node, it is classified to the class that is indicated by the
leaf node. The path from the root of the tree to a leaf
represents a rule. All records classified into a leaf have
taken the same path within the tree and therefore fulfil
the same comparisons. In our example, the grey leaf
represents the rule:
IF A1=a12 AND A3=a31 THEN K1
The quality of a rule is indicated by two measures:
confidence and support. The confidence of a rule indicates its reliability. It is calculated as the share of records classified correctly by the rule to all records classified by the rule. The support indicates how often the
rule can be applied. It is calculated as the share of
records classified by the rule to all records of the data
set. While the confidence of a rule should be as great
as possible in order to avoid faulty classifications, the
support does not necessarily need to be great because
due to the usually big number of data records a rule
cannot be used for all situations. Instead, finding a set
of reliable rules is usually sufficient if it is not necessary to classify any data record. Then, these reliable
rules can be used to identify promising data records
and to develop a decision strategy.

4.

Analysis

We conducted the laboratory experiment in the beginning of the year 2016. Participants were mainly
students who are adequate surrogates for decision
makers [43] so that this sampling will hardly distort the
results. In total, 112 players participated and generated
10,202 data records. Since we aim to analyze why
decision makers follow or discard a manipulated forecast, we eliminated all data records where no manipulated was made. This resulted in a database of 2,626
data records.
Every record represents one playing round and contains the played cards, the hand id and the user id. To
describe the success of a player his past play was classified into a success category depending on his success
rate. The success rate gives no conclusion about the
conformity of the decision with the forecast, but about
the relationship between played rounds and won
rounds.
success rate = won rounds / played rounds
The attribute values were defined as more successful (success rate > 0.66), medium successful (0.33 <
success rate ≤ 0.66) and less successful (success rate ≤

0.33). We assumed the influence of the success category can be different according to the period under consideration. Therefore, the success category was calculated for the long-, mid- and short-term, while longterm considers the last 15 rounds, mid-term the last 10
rounds and short-term the last 5 rounds.
To describe the experience of a player, we introduced four additional attributes for every data record.
The first attribute expresses the success level of the
forecast, with the same values as the success category
of the player and the same differentiation of periods
under consideration. In addition to this, we measured
the amount of played rounds by the player and the
number of consecutive wins and defeats.
Table 1: Attributes
Attribute
Success category user

Success category forecast

Term

Scale

Short-term
Mid-term
Long-term
Short-term
Mid-term
Long-term

{low; medium; high}
{low; medium; high}
{low; medium; high}
{low; medium; high}
{low; medium; high}
{low; medium; high}
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Number of played rounds
Consecutive wins
Consecutive defeats

For classification, two classes were formed, following the manipulated forecast (Class = 1) and not following the manipulated forecast (Class = 0).
Table 2: Support and confidence
Rule number

Support

Confidence

Class

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1%
1%
8%
8%
2%
1%
2%
1%
1%
3%
12%

82%
82%
81%
80%
80%
80%
80%
76%
76%
75%
75%

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

This data set was used to build a binary decision
tree. Based on the explanation above, we focused more
on a high confidence than on a high support. We set
the minimum support to 1%. This means that every
rule applies for at least 26 of the 2,626 datasets. In
total, 38 rules were found. In our evaluation, we focused on all rules with at least a confidence of 75%.
The overall support of these 11 rules is 41%.
Hence, 41% of all rounds where the manipulated forePage 1142

cast was followed can be described by these rules with
at least 75% confidence. To facilitate the evaluation,
the number of played rounds was categorized into

unexperienced (<100 played rounds), mid-experienced
(100 to 250 played rounds), experienced (250 to 1,250
played rounds), and old stager (>1,250 rounds).

Table 3: Rule descriptions
Success of User
Situation

Rule Experience
Number level

B

1

A

2

B
A

3
4

B

5

A

6

C

7

C
C

8
9

C

10

A&B

11

Shortterm

Unexperienced
to experienced
Midexperienced
Unexperienced
Midexperienced to
experienced
Unexperienced
Unexperienced
to experienced
Unexperienced
to experienced
Unexperienced
Midexperienced to
experienced
Midexperienced to
experienced
Midexperienced to
experienced

Success of Forecast

Midterm

Longterm

High

Low to
Medium

Shortterm

Midterm

Low to
Medium

Medium

>=3.5

Low to
Medium
High

Low
Low

Medium

Consecutive
defeats

0
0

Medium
Medium
to High

Low

high
Medium
Medium

Consecutive
wins

Medium
High
High

High

Longterm

Medium
to High
Low

>=2

Medium
High

High
Low to
Medium

Low
Medium

Medium

High

Low

1

Low

0

High

Table 3 shows the final rules. Every attribute value
is a condition of the rule. If there is an empty space, a
further split of the decision tree did not increase the
purity of the adjacent nodes. This means that the rule
applies for all values of the attributes with the empty
entry.
As we can see, the long-term success of the forecast
is involved in every rule as well as the user’s long-term
success except of one (rule 2). By that we can assume
that the long-term success has the highest influence on
the decision whether to follow the manipulated forecast
or not.
Also experience has an impact on the decision making. Old stagers who played more than 1,250 rounds
did not fall for the manipulated forecast. Due to their
experience they are aware of possibly manipulated
forecasts and therefore skeptical regarding the prediction. They know the situations in which the manipulated forecast can be attractive and the outcome of following in that case. Therefore, old stage users are the
only user group that is able to avoid a false forecast in
any situation.
For further analysis, similar rules are aggregated.
Since rules can be interpreted as situations in which the

Low or
High

Low to
Medium

1
<4

individual has chosen to follow the manipulated forecast, the rules were interpreted and translated into
situation characteristics. Due to the fact that some
situations are very similar, clusters were formed which
aggregate similar situations. In our evaluation three
different types of situations were formed:
Situation A: The player follows the manipulated
forecast because it seems that this can improve his
success. Either the success of the user is permanently
below the success of the forecast (rule 2) or the success
of the forecast is improving (rule 4, 6 and 11). Therefore, it is comprehensible to follow the manipulated
forecast.
We have to keep in mind that a manipulated forecast does not imply that the outcome is wrong. By
hazard, a consecutive manipulated forecast can still
have success. Rule 2 describes the situation where the
mid-term success of the user is below or equal to the
long-term success of the forecast. This situation can
occur if the play of the user is worse than the manipulated forecasts or if the prediction just switched to the
manipulated mode and the success level of the forecast
is still influenced by the right predictions. In both cases
it is reasonable to choose the manipulated forecast,
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since it leads at least to the same success the user already has.
The argumentation for rules 4, 6 and 11 is similar
to the previous one with the exception that the success
of the forecast is below the success of the user. As
shown in Table 3, the success of the forecast is increasing. This is enough for the user to rely on the manipulated prediction. It is very unlikely that the user can
calculate the exact success rates. It is supposable that
he just develops a feeling about the level of the success
rates as we modeled with the three levels. If we assume
that the user cannot compare close success levels, he
will just notice the gain of success of the forecast. This
could be an explanation for his decision. This assumption is underpinned by the observations of the following situations. Rule 11 can also be interpreted to be a
characteristic of situation B.
Situation B: If the success of the player is increasing or high in the long-term, the player tends to follow
the manipulated forecast. The long-term success of the
player makes him careless concerning the evaluation of
the forecast even if the success of the forecast is low or
medium (rule 1, 3, 5 and 11).
If we look at rule 1 and 5 we can see a stagnating
success level of the forecast and a rising success level
of the user. The success of the user even outreached the
success of the forecast. The consecutive number of
wins in rule 1 underlines the high level of perceived
success. Even though, the user did not question the
forecast and followed the manipulated prediction. As
mentioned above, it can be assumed that the user is not
able to compare the exact levels of his success the one
of the forecast. Therefore, he is not aware of his superior success level in comparison to the success level of
the prediction. Thus, he just recognizes the increase of
his own success level. A possible explanation to
change the strategy at this point is the sense of security
and euphoria of the user which leads to careless decisions. Due to his good performance, he takes more
risks. If we take a closer look at rule 1 and 5, there is a
slight difference concerning the experience of the user.
According to rule 5, unexperienced users do not even
need a high number of consecutive wins to fall for the
manipulated prediction.
If we take a look at rule 3 and 11, we can see that
users are already blinded by a win in the last round
when they encounter a long-term success of their own
while the success of the forecast is low in the long-run.
Situation C: Many lost rounds in the short-term
force the player to change his strategy and to follow
the manipulated forecast. The success of the forecast
remains on a low or medium level. The setbacks in the
short-term induced a nervousness which conditioned a
not reflected action (rule 7, 8, 9 and 10).

The general situation is dominated by the decreasing success level of the user. The success level of the
forecast stagnates at low or medium. Although the
success level of the user is not falling below the success level of the prediction, the user tends to follow the
manipulated forecast with his decision. This situation
underpins the assumption that the user cannot compare
his success level to the forecast. A possible explanation
is that the user gets nervous or desperate after he recognizes his falling success level. He tries to prevent a
further loss by using the manipulated forecasts. In all
of four rules of situation C (rule 7, 8, 9 and 10), the
number of consecutive wins and defeats does not allow
a high number of wins or even demands defeats in the
short-term.

5.

Conclusion

5.1. Discussion
The aim of this paper was to investigate the circumstances that make individuals rely on or discard
forecasts in uncertain situations. In particular, we focused on how experience and success influence false
decision making. In total, we could identify eleven
rules that characterize when a decision maker relies on
a faulty forecast. These rules could be classified into
three categories/situations.
In situation A, the decision maker either permanently performs worse than the forecast or the forecasts
slightly improves over time. In situation B, the decision maker is blinded by his success in the mid- and
long-term range so that he acts with less care. In situation C, the decision maker had some consecutive disappointments in the near past so that he follows the
wrong forecast.
As we can see, success as well as past experiences
influence the decision making process. If the decision
maker performs badly, he is geared to avoiding future
mistakes and relies on the wrong forecast. This result is
in line with findings from behavioral sciences. If a
decision maker believes in his competence, he takes
more risky choices because he thinks that he can avoid
losses due to his skills [28]. Vice versa, if a decision
maker encounters defeats, he loses self-efficacy and
self-confidence [28] so that he tends to avoid risky
situations [6]. In our case, avoiding a risky situation
means to follow the (wrong) forecast.
Interestingly, users do not seem to be able to remember success over a longer period. Instead, they
have a diffuse impression of their success and the success of the forecast. This distorted impression interferes their ability to take the right decision.
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5.2. Implications
Several lessons can be learned from this study. Expert systems are often part of the decision process in a
company. Since these systems are just focusing on a
small part of the real world, false forecasts are possible. Especially in a dynamic and stochastic environment forecast tools can be wrong. Problems occur in
situations where the forecast gives a false prediction
and the individuals which use the system solely rely on
the forecast. To avoid such situations, additional information should be provided to users of a forecast.
First of all, the likelihood for different possible situations should be presented. In uncertain situations, decision makers tend to rely on external advice [6]. If the
uncertainty situation is described properly, users of the
forecast can better assess the situation and choose the
correct alternative. Secondly, ex post analyses of forecasts and the history of own decisions should be presented so that decision makers can better judge if their
past decisions were correct or not and are not blinded
by short-time defeats or successes.
Concerning the use of gamification in research
studies, the result is promising like in many other gamification studies [46]. Although several participants did
not reach the third deck and therefore did not contribute to the study, other participants used the system
extensively. The group of old stagers played more than
1,250 rounds or in other words more than 78 decks.
This means that with the help of gamification surveys
can be made interesting for participants such that they
can get into flow [7]. However, the usage of game
design elements must be considered carefully. A game
like we used supports the intrinsic motivation of users.
If it is complemented with additional elements of external incentives like payments [40] or a lottery, these
extrinsic motivational elements could hinder the success. If for example an additional lottery is used, participants may want to stop the study as soon as they
fulfilled the minimum requirements for participating in
the lottery.
At last, some lessons can be learned concerning experience, success, and the use of probabilities in general and in different applications. Users can easily be
influenced by providing advice that seems to come
from a trusted source. This holds in particular if the
user encountered some disappointments in the past as
he can hardly remember the whole history or success
and defeat. If game designers and providers slightly
manipulate game outcomes and the success of users,
they can sell for example additional items in games so
that the user can proceed in the game more successful.
While this manipulation seems promising, it is a red
flag for politician and parents. Politics should ensure
that such manipulations are not legal and pursued by

law. For this, regulations are missing that ensure that
such manipulations can be detected.

5.3. Limitations
As always, there are some limitations to mention.
First of all, the sample size is quite small. Even though
112 users played 10,202 rounds, just 2,626 records
could have been used because 70 users did not play
enough rounds that they reached the third deck with the
manipulated forecast.
Secondly, the study encompasses only Germany.
Future research should be done in a more international
context to eliminate a possible cultural bias.
Thirdly, future studies could focus on the description of the situations in more detail. The aggregation of
the rules to situations is just based on observations of
success and experience. By adding more dimensions to
the observation, the aggregation can differ and give
deeper understanding of what drives user to make false
decision.
Fourthly, even if support and confidence are on a
high level, the rules do not apply in each case. It is also
possible that the users did not intentionally follow the
forecast. False decisions in the game did not have real
negative effects. Thus, the game decision situation
might not be the same as the real decision situation.
Finally, one rule (no. 11) appears in two situations
so that the three identified situations may not be different enough. A further examination and specification of
that rule may be more appropriate.

5.4. Future work
This study will not only be continued to collect
more data so that the results are based on a larger sample. In future research, we want to collect also more
information of the behavior and intentions of the users.
By that we want to validate our recent research and
find new insights about the topic.
More dimensions should be added to the described
situations to receive a deeper understanding of what
drives user to follow forecasts without questioning.
It is also planned to differ the methodology by adjusting the forecast, e.g. the forecasts cannot be uncertain. Also, the player should not see the forecast automatically. Instead, he should make a request to receive
a prediction. Doing so, it is possible to distinguish if
the user even used the forecast and how much he relies
on it.
Finally, as more data is collected, we will be able to
make a user wise analysis to distinguish different player types by collecting more data. Thereby, a cluster
analysis can be done to identify different types of decision makers.
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